
     Presuppositions 

 

Premodern Era           gradually Modern Era   gradually         “Postmodern” (Ultramodern) Era 

 

 

All three of these worldviews now exist in some form simultaneously or in 

combination.  Is it possible for a Premodern and Ultramodern to really agree on anything?  

Will “dialogue” solve this?  Can a community, people, nation, etc…survive for the long term in 

such an environment?  How does this impact culture, education, theology etc…?         

Truth is knowable Truth is knowable Truth is relative or created by an 
individual or community.   

History follows a pattern and is 
divinely ordained, and linear 

History follows a pattern with no 
outside purpose, and linear 

Creation of new histories based 
on the interpreter’s choices and 
background (same with 
theology).   

Community Values Individual Rights Individual Rights, including 
deciding religion, reality, identity, 
and truth for one’s self.   

Causes with Purposes Causes, no Purposes Causes and Purposes whatever 
one wants them to be.   

Language and Writing Referential Language and Writing Referential 
(as long as it is naturalistic) 

Language and Writing subjective 
and meaning found in the 
reader, not author’s intent 

Man is dependent Man is autonomous (or nature 
dependent) 

Man is autonomous  

Honor, Patronage, Kinship, 
Nobility 

Rat-Race, “American Dream,” 
social mobility 

Hedonism, Nihilism, “if it feels 
good do it.”  

Social Hierarchy Egalitarian Democracy Egalitarian Democracy 

Everything Emanates from God Search for complete materialist 
system 

Materialist system or whatever 
system makes sense to you.   

Not all knowledge positive Knowledge inherently positive Can we really know anything? 

Social Conformity Social “progress” through social 
engineering, technology etc… 

“Diversity” and “Pluralism” 

Religion part of government Secular (separation of church 
and state) 

Generally secular, or syncretistic 
(mix and match) “spirituality.”   

Universe is Rational apart from 
humanity 

Universe is Rational apart from 
Humanity 

Universe is whatever we 
perceive it to be. Is reality real? 

Tradition, Continuity, Gradual 
change. 

“Progress,” Rapid Change, 
Modern Chauvinism. 

Apathy, disillusionment, 
meaninglessness.   


